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1. Overview

This paper captures the results of a comprehensive content analysis of a UK foreign fighter in 
Syria’s twitter stream, which was conducted to explore the potential for insights as to the 
fighter’s motivations and/or communicative patterns.

The SecDev social media analytics team identified a foreign fighter from the U.K. to use as a 
seed for a Twitter snowballing exercise designed to pick out a larger number of Western citizens 
fighting in Syria for further research.  A team researcher with background knowledge in Islamist 1

groups , and on the Syrian conflict, reviewed every tweet posted by the original seed fighter. 2

These tweets where then categorized and analyzed to see what can be learned from a single 
fighter’s activities on Twitter. In other words, we wanted to let the tweets tell the story. We also 
used the insights gained from this inductive exercise to validate many of the assumptions and 
conclusions of our social media analysis.

By the end of the exercise, we were able to provide some hypotheses, which may or may not be 
generalizable , that may help answer the following questions:3

1. Why do Western citizens take part in violent conflict in Syria?
2. Are there warning signs that an individual might get drawn into a violent conflict?
3. How is social media a factor in the foreign fighter phenomenon?  

2. Methodology

Our approach of letting the data do the talking is referred to as the Grounded Theory Method in 
the social sciences.  When we started reviewing the seed’s Twitter posts, we did not begin the 4

analysis with any research questions in mind, nor any a priori hypotheses or assumptions about 
radicalization and violent extremism. There was also no overarching theoretical paradigm that 
structured our analysis either. Instead, we remained flexible and open throughout the research 
process until the data began to congeal around specific topics, concepts, and explanations. 

We were able to acquire the seed fighter’s Twitter data for this analysis using publicly available 
tools. Twitter provides an open application programming interface (API) that allows for the 
automated collection of data. This collection is limited though to 3,200 tweets for a single 
account. The seed’s tweets from the opening of his account, September 13th, 2012, until the 
date of collection, February 23rd, 2014, numbered 1,906 messages.  Therefore, all his tweets, 
excluding those he might have deleted, were collected for this analysis. An open source Python 
script that generates structured data outputs in comma separated value (csv) file format was 

 Identifying foreign fighters, either through their online social networks, or through the unique content 1

they shared, was the main concern of this social media analysis. The methods used to get this done were 
mostly quantitative and did not involve an in-depth qualitative and interpretive review of a user’s every 
Twitter posting.

 The overwhelming majority of Western foreign fighters were joining Jihadi militant groups in Syria2

 The limits of this methodology are discussed in the next section.3

 See Glaser & Strauss, The Discovery of Grounded Theory, 19674
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used to download the tweets from Twitter’s API. The csv file format can be read using any 
spreadsheet or database software.

The data variables made available by Twitter can be seen in Figure 1 below. They include:

1. id: a unique identifying number for every tweet
2. created_at: a date and time stamp when the tweet was posted online
3. coordinates-x: geotagging coordinates that identifies the geographic location of the 

tweet
4. coordinates-y: geotagging coordinates that identifies the geographic location of the 

tweet 
5. place: geographic location of the tweet including country and city information
6. source: device or application used to post tweet
7. favourited: a dichotomous categorical variable that indicates whether the user clicked 

“favourite”
8. retweets: a numeric variable indicating the number of other users who reposted the 

tweet
9. replied_to: a character variable that contains the account name of the user 

mentioned in a tweet
10. url: contains the shortened url included in a tweet
11. expanded_url: contains the expanded url of a shortened url included in a tweet
12. text: contains the content of a tweet posted by the user.
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A categorizing structure for the tweets’ content began to emerge and evolve organically during 
the review process. The issues that this content could help inform became clear, and ideas for 
interesting analyses also became obvious. For example, many of the seed’s tweets contained 
information that was relevant to the study of radicalization. There were messages that critiqued 
Western mainstream values, and others that indicated the seed’s feelings of alienation. We 
therefore introduced categories for radicalization and alienation, then coded them numerically to 
enable us to filter these messages later for further study when we were done reviewing all 
tweets. Analytically, it became interesting to know whether the intensity of the seed’s 
radicalization and alienation showed any patterns that were informative. The numeric coding of 
the text variable, and the time stamp created_at variable provided by the API, made such an 
analysis possible. 

When we were done reviewing all tweets, a total of 29 categories  had been coded. Below is a 5

table that lists all categories with a brief description of each.

 The number 9 was not used for any coding due to human error5
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Tweet Coding Structure

Code Category Description

1 Video Category used to filter videos for viewing and analysis

2 Normative Message contains norms that were not from religion or ideology

3 Syria Message relates to Syria

4 Social Network Message directed at a user in the seed’s social network

5 Charismatic Influence Message contains evidence of charismatic influence

6 Jihad Message contains information about Jihad

7 Political Message expresses ideas of a political nature

8 Grievances Message indicates grievances or articulates them

10 Alienation Message indicates alienation from Western mainstream

11 Enmity Message expresses enmity towards a particular “other”

12 Tolerance Message indicates a degree of tolerance towards an “other”

13 Call to Action Message urging action in support of a cause

14 Interaction Message to a specific user 

15 Biographic Message with biographical information

16 Martyrdom Message about, or glorifying, martyrdom

17 ISIL Message about, or supporting, the Jihadi group 

18 Operations Message with information about military operations in Syria

19 Support/Recruitment Interaction with users to answer questions about Syria & ISIL

20 Religious Message with religious content, excluding political themes

21 Friendly Friendly message with other Twitter users

22 Anonymous Code created to measure the influence of a specific user

23 Radicalization Message with content relevant to the study of radicalization

24 Materialism Message condemning material consumerism

25 Umma Message identifying with broader Muslim community

26 Aid Message urging others to donate money for humanitarian causes

27 Foreign Fighter 
Network

Message with a user who is also a confirmed foreign fighter
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Coding all 1,906 tweets allowed us to gather summary statistics that revealed some interesting 
information about our seed’s interests and social media behaviour. Whenever a tweet contained 
a link to other content such as videos, pictures, or websites, this content was reviewed and 
categorized using the same coding system as well. There were 226 distinct pieces of content 
that were reviewed as part of our analysis.

In addition to summary statistics presented mostly in pie charts, line graphs were drawn to 
detect patterns of communication. We also visualized the text of all tweets in certain coding 
categories using word clouds to pick up the dominant topics in these messages. Word clouds 
are visual representations of text in single word format with the importance of each word 
determined by the frequency of its appearance in the text. Prominence of these words are 
represented in font size and colour.6

The previously outlined quantitative tools did provide some interesting insights. However, most 
of the findings documented in this report were based on a qualitative review of the different 
tweet categories. The evidence from these tweets was then collected and organized based on 
the questions they helped explain, and the debates in the radicalization literature that they might 
inform. 

Before reporting our findings, it is worth noting the limitations of our case study. First, Western 
citizens fighting in foreign wars, even as part of Jihadi militant groups, is not the same 
phenomenon as Al-Qaeda inspired terrorism targeting Western civilians and institutions. 
Similarities do exist though, but these similarities are not sufficient to consider this study an 
ideal case for researching terrorism. Instead, the findings should be limited to the understanding 
of foreign fighting as an independent phenomenon. Second, the findings of this report are not 
necessarily generalizable. They are, after all, based on a single case study. Having said that, in-
depth qualitative case studies are often used in the social sciences for generating new 
hypotheses that further large-N based research can validate or refute as generalizable 
explanations for a social phenomenon. Below are our findings.

28 Awlaki Code created to measure charismatic influence of Anwar al-
Awlaki

29 Menk Code created to measure charismatic influence of Mufti Menk

30 Misc Residual category to code remaining tweets

Code Category Description

 Word clouds were generated using http://www.wordle.net 6
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3. Twitter Behaviour & Patterns of Communication

The seed used Twitter like any other user would — i.e. to express opinions, share content, and 

interact with people he knew online and offline. The categorical breakdown of his tweets by 
topic can be found in figure 2. 
Friendly tweets were the largest category in the distribution with 21 percent of the total. 
Visualizing all the text of these tweets in a word cloud highlighted three prominent themes in the 
seed’s friendly expressions: beards, love, and food (see figure 3). Tweets about beards ranged 
from grooming tips, to jokes about beards, to teasing friends about their lack of facial hair. Love 
appeared frequently too, mostly as an expression of brotherly love to friends who shared his 
religious worldview, and sometimes announcing things he loved. Messages about food were 
mostly expressions of hunger. Mapping the text of all friendly messages in a word cloud also 
revealed the accounts of the users the seed communicated with the most for friendly online 
exchanges. These accounts will not be listed in this report though to protect the anonymity of 
these users.

Sharing fatwas  with Twitter followers was a significant part of the seed’s religious messages on 7

Twitter. These rulings covered a range of issues from personal grooming, socializing, 
relationships, and music, to the obligations towards God, one’s parents, and other Muslims. 

 A fatwa is an Islamic ruling on a specific issue provided by a recognized religious authority7
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Much of the content preached the virtues of prayer, patience, marriage, and following the 
example of the prophet Muhammad and his companions. A lot of the content he shared aimed 
at  pointing out that many conventional individual and social practices in the West were 
forbidden in Islam.

The third largest category in the seed’s tweets were messages that we considered interesting 
for understanding his radicalization. Overall, 13 percent of all tweets contained content that was 
an indicator of the seed’s radicalization (see figure 2 above). Of these tweets, 24 percent 
directly discussed jihad, and 21 percent indirectly advocated for it by expressing a need to do 
something to demonstrate one’s faith in God (see figure 4). As is typically the case with 
individuals who reject mainstream culture and institutions, the seed posted many tweets that 
expressed his feelings of alienation from Western society. These tweets represented 20 percent 
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of the radicalization category. He also articulated many of his grievances, which represented 10 
percent of the total. Only 7 percent of tweets in the radicalization category expressed feelings or 
ideas of enmity. Some of these messages convey a perceived enmity of certain out-groups 
towards the seed’s in-group (i.e. Muslims or Islam). The rest of the tweets in this category, 18 
percent, where ideological messages — half of them expressing a disdain for the materialism 
the seed believed dominated Western culture.

Approximately 12 percent of the seed’s Twitter posts were links to content. Video was the 
content type he shared the most with followers in his Twitter network (see figure 5). They 
represented 38 percent of 226 content pieces. All these videos were posted on YouTube and 
hosted by either individual or group channels.
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With 31 percent of the total, “text pictures” were the second largest category of content shared 
by the seed. They are either digital pictures of passages from a book (see figure 6), or screen 
shots of text written in a smart phone’s Notes application (see figure 7). By sharing text in 
picture format, the seed is possibly getting around Twitter’s 140 character limitation, especially 
in the case of Notes screenshots. It is also much more time-efficient to take snapshots of book 
passages than to retype the entire section.

Optical character recognition technology (OCR) would be required for automated content 
analysis of such messages at scale. The third largest category, 14 percent, of content shared by 
the seed is pictures. 

The previously outlined categories — videos, text pictures, and pictures — all represent 83 
percent of total content. It was not possible to analyze 8 percent of the content categorized 
“Unavailable” in figure 5 because it was no longer hosted for viewing. The “Other” category was 
3 percent of the total and is broken down to: (1) a single Facebook post; (2) three blog posts; 
and (3) three news articles. These numbers should not be considered indicative of the seed’s 
overall use of these media.

As might be expected of an Islamist  actor, the majority of the content he shared is religious  8

content (see figure 8). Fifty four percent of all shared content consisted of Koranic verses, 
traditions from the Sunnah , sermons by imams, and personal religious commentary by the 9

seed or their Twitter network. 
A word cloud was generated for this content that enabled us to identify individual Islamic 
preachers that might have ideologically influenced the seed (see figure 9). This finding, 
however, is not intrinsic to the method itself. It is very much a coincidental finding based on the 
idiosyncratic habits of the seed. In other words, had the seed not tweeted the name of the 
preacher along with the link they were sharing, their names wouldn’t have appeared in the 
generated word cloud.

Three preachers, all delivering their sermons and teachings in English, appear to have been 
favoured by the seed for their spiritual and ideological learning. These were Anwar al-Awlaki, 
Ismail Menk, and Sheikh Feiz. The choice of English preachers is natural in the seed’s case 
because of his lack of knowledge in the Arabic language. Both al-Awlaki and Feiz have 
preached radicalizing  messages. Their content is easily accessible over the Internet, including 10

on YouTube. Menk, on the other hand, is an Islamic scholar and motivational speaker. He is the 
official Mufti  of Zimbabwe, and heads the Fatwa Department of The Council of Islamic 11

 We define Islamist as an individual who believes that both the public and private spheres ought to be 8

governed by sharia

 We define Sunnah as all teachings and practices of the Islamic prophet Muhammad that are considered 9

normatively prescriptive for many Muslims

 Radicalizing refers to ideas that may encourage individuals to use violence whether in the form of 10

terrorism or in the form of participating in armed conflict against state or non-state actors

 A mufti is a legal expert in Islamic sharia who is officially empowered, typically by the state, to provide 11

religious rulings
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Scholars of Zimbabwe. He has a large following on social media with 825,000 followers on 

Facebook and 247,000 on Twitter. 

Political content was the second largest category of distributed content with 18 percent. As is 
typically the case with Islamists, the collective identity the seed associates with the most is that 
of the Muslim umma  (see figure 10). This association plays a role in the seed’s mobilization to 12

fight in Syria through various mechanisms, including through the formation of grievances; the 
call to action to support fellow Muslims; and the perceived opportunity and obligation to 
establish a state that politically represents the umma (i.e. the Caliphate/“Khilafa"). A significant 
amount of the political content shared focused on the developments in the Syrian conflict, 

 This association is made obvious through the prominence of the words “Muslims” and “Islam” in the 12

world cloud in figure 10
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including the humanitarian situation. The United States, Israel, and Saudi Arabia were three 
political actors featured prominently in the seeds content, mainly to articulate grievances.
The third largest category of content shared by the seed was content related to jihad. Content 
was classified as such if it either directly or indirectly advocated for dedicating one’s life to the 
cause of protecting and advancing the “interests of Islam and Muslims”, mainly through armed 
conflict. The seed advocated for jihad mostly by sharing religious content from both the Quran 
and Sunna that highlight the obligations and rewards of jihad (figure 11). 

Osama Bin Laden and Anwar al-Awlaki featured in some of this content. Their messaging was 
political propaganda supported by religious interpretation. These videos were in support of Al-
Qaeda’s affiliated militants in Iraq, claiming the re-establishment of the Islamic Caliphate there, 
and plans by the West and its allies in the region to fight and undermine it. In addition to this 
content, the seed also shared material that glorified jihad and martyrdom through fiery sermons 
praising “the lions of Islam”.

The rest of the content that was shared by the seed (19 percent) was either material that was no 
longer available (8 percent), personal information such as pictures of favourite food items or 
pictures of them and their friends (6 percent), and a number of unrelated material such as jokes, 
screen shots of video games, etc… grouped together under Miscellaneous (5 percent).
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Assigning a code to every tweet allowed us to analyze the seed’s thematic messaging patterns 
over time (see figure 12). A number of interesting patterns can be seen. Early on in the history of 
the Twitter account, proselytizing (pink line series) was a major activity for the seed — 27% of 
all tweets and 54% of all shared content. The religious values and ideas expressed were very 
typical of the conservative Salafist mindset (i.e. forbidding music and sexual relations, living by 
the example of the Prophet and his companions, following sharia law, etc…). It also clearly 
reflected the concerns of a young man living in the West, alienated because of this mindset from 
the mainstream culture. Once he became a foreign fighter, the seed ceased proselytizing. The 
share of religious tweets dropped significantly to 2%.

Friendly messaging (grey line series) was also a significant activity for the seed when he first 
opened his Twitter account. The overwhelming majority of Twitter social interactions (i.e. 
messages directed at particular users) occurred between the seed and friends he also knew 
offline. Over 91% of these interactions where with this group. At least 4 individuals from the 14 
people he interacted with in this communication profile were also foreign fighters. Ten of the 14 
were religious conservatives. This resembles a kind of online echo chamber that reinforces his 
ideological socialization. 
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Friendly messaging (grey line series) almost ceased entirely by early July, 2013. Interactions 
with others picked up again in January of 2014 after spending two month in Syria as a foreign 
fighter. From that point on, almost all his social interactions (orange line series) on Twitter can 
be considered propaganda support for ISIL (brown line series). He used Twitter to rebroadcast 
answers to questions posted on ask.fm relating to jihad in Syria, and the jihadist group ISIL.

Finally, there was a significant increase in tweets advocating the need for taking action (purple 
time series) a few months prior to travel (see figure 13). This pattern of communication may 
serve as an early warning signal for the possibility of engagement in violence. 
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4. Why Fight in Syria

The seed joined the fight in Syria somewhere between the 4th of October, 2013 and the 27th of 
October, 2013. We were able to determine this timeframe as the window of travel based on his 
pattern of Twitter activity, as well as the content of his tweets. Ever since joining Twitter, the 
seed more or less tweeted several times on a daily basis. There was a blackout of Twitter 
activity, however, during the dates highlighted above (see figure 14).

When the Twitter traffic picks up again on the 27th of October, the content of the first tweet 
clearly indicates that the seed is now in Syria. He exalts God and urges the faithful to put their 
trust in Him and be sure that if they were honest in their desire to fight in Syria, God will grant 
them their wish. The seed also states that living in a Muslim country has shown him how much 
the West has changed Islam and Muslims. This particular tweet does not name Syria 
specifically. However, from this point on, all remaining tweets are almost exclusively about Syria 
and the jihadi group the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). Most of these messages 
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were either answers to questions from others about jihad in Syria, or messages that can be 
considered part of a public relations effort to defend the reputation of ISIL, and encourage 
others to join or support the group. Another tweet that provides further confidence about the 
seed’s time of travel was one he made on the 29th of September 2013. In that message, the 
seed is coordinating plans to meet friends in a local cafe in his home country.

From the 13th of September 2012 until the 23rd of February 2014, the seed posted 1,906 
messages. These tweets contain a considerable amount of information that may help us 
understand the factors that influenced him to join the war in Syria. We will review these factors 
in the following section, and provide substantiating evidence from the seed’s Twitter feed. The 
content of these tweets will strictly be paraphrased, instead of quoting them verbatim, in order to 
protect the seed’s anonymity.13

Political Influence.  The seed does not appear to be engaged at all with the politics involved in 
the Syrian conflict. He does not share any news, articles, opinion pieces or other political 
content about Syria. He also rarely offers any opinions about the war, whether to explain events, 
condemn the Assad regime, or support the opposition. Before arriving there in October of 2013, 
he rarely even tweets about Syria. Only 23 messages from the 1544 tweets he put out in the 
public domain were about Syria. His main concern in these messages was to raise awareness 
about the humanitarian crisis there, and to appeal to his network to support various donation 
campaigns organized by his community to help the Syrian people. The quantity of messages 
about Syria increased dramatically upon his arrival there where they represented the 
overwhelming majority of tweets. Social media activity became focused on supporting ISIL, and 
encouraging people to join the jihad in Syria.

The seed’s lack of interest in the political environment shaping the war in Syria does not mean 
that politics had nothing to do with his decision to join the fight there. Politics did play an 
influencing role. His was a closed political worldview though, unaffected by events, and 
structured entirely by Jihadi ideology. He shared many political opinions on his Twitter account 
that clearly indicate this ideological influence. 

One of the core ideological principles of jihadi political thought is that the only legitimate 
governing system for Muslims is the Caliphate system (الخالفة). The nation-state model with 
delimited borders is considered an illegitimate Western secular innovation that contradicts 
Islamic sharia because it divides people based on discriminatory national, ethnic, or tribal lines. 
All Muslim-majority countries have to be integrated under the rule of a single Caliph (خليفة) 
whose primary responsibility is upholding God’s laws (sharia). Jihadis also reject democratic 
politics and deride “moderate” Muslims who support it. For them the acceptance of democratic 
politics implies the rejection of God’s laws and their substitution with the laws of man. They also 
attribute the cultural and political decline of Muslims to the abolishment of the Caliphate, and the 
adoption of Western values and institutions.

The seed’s tweets indicate that he was influenced by this line of thinking. He shares several 
sermons from Anwar al-Awlaki advocating for the return of the Caliphate system. In these 
videos, Awlaki provides several religious arguments in support of the Caliphate system. He also 
claims that there are clear signs that the military advances made by Jihadists in Iraq, and the 
West’s concern with these advances, is clear evidence of its imminent return, as prophesied by 

 Exact quotes can be searched online to locate the seed’s social media accounts13
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the Prophet Muhammad. The seed understands the gains made by ISIL in Syria through this 
narrative. 

Below are some of the seed’s tweets that indicate the influence of Jihadi political ideology:

“Here’s why a Khalifa is needed: 1. So all of sharia can be implemented 2. So all 
Muslims are united 3. So all Muslims are protected”

“Can’t you see what has happened to people without a Caliphate. Without his 
guidance and his shield we have gone astray and are persecuted”

“They fear the sharia and the return of the Khalifa. They can do nothing, for Allah 
has promised us victory”14

“The Mujahideen will be the ones who bring back the Khilafa and lead us to victory. 
Pray for them”

“When Muslims choose democracy over sharia, they are refusing to live by the laws 
of God. Only hypocrites want to modernize Islam”15

“Nationalism and our love for democracy are destroying the Muslim umma. Why do 
we choose to accept the laws of man over the laws of Allah”

“It’s time you realize that you are a slave in this system of democracy. Free yourself 
and join the jihad in Syria”

“I would rather live in hardship and die serving Allah than live in luxury as a slave to 
democracy”.

Ideological Influence. The ideological influence of Salafi Jihadi thought goes way beyond the 
seed’s politics. In fact, Jihadi political thought appears the least in the seed’s Twitter stream 
relative to other ideological influences. There was only 25 tweets that contained content that can 
be linked back to Jihadi political thought. By comparison, the seed tweeted 116 messages about 
martyrdom, and 51 messages about jihad, as theorized by Salafi Jihadists.

The Jihadi interpretation of al-Tawheed (التوحيد), a monotheistic doctrine at the centre of Islam, is 
probably one of the most significant ideological influences driving the seed to fight in Syria. Put 
simply, Tawheed is the uncompromising faith in the “Oneness of God”. Salafis have developed a 
rich and complex body of literature to explain this doctrine, and to guide Muslims on the beliefs 
and practices that cultivate and maintain this strict monotheistic faith. 

The opposite of Tawheed is shirk (شرك). Shirk can best be understood as the attribution of 
divinity to any created entity. It is the only unpardonable sin in Islam. During the Prophet 

 “They” here is in reference to British society and media based on a preceding tweet14

 Modernizing Islam is defined by the seed to be “believing” in democracy and “believing” that following 15

man-made laws should be the way of life
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Muhammad’s time, the practice of shirk was mainly understood as the worship of idols by 
pagans. Modern Salafis have interpreted shirk to mean giving priority to anything in life besides 
God’s will and commandments. This could include giving priority to one’s family, friends, income, 
material possessions, personal security, etc… over serving God and Islam. 

Jihad, struggling and striving in the way of God, is the ultimate litmus test of one’s faith in Jihadi 
Salafism. By dedicating one’s life to the internal struggle of fulfilling one’s religious duties, 
including the duty of physically struggling against the enemies of Islam, a Muslim demonstrates 
his complete submission to a single God. Whenever Muslims let other priorities stand between 
them and their religious obligations, they have made that priority a partner with God, according 
to Salafists. 

There is plenty of evidence from the seed’s tweets that suggests that this line of thinking played 
a major role in convincing him that fighting in Syria was a way for him to demonstrate his faith in 
God. To begin with, the seed expresses great contempt for the material considerations that 
come with modern life:

“I would much rather be worshipping Allah every second of every day while earning 
nothing than earning money and loosing on Allah’s rewards”

“Instead of competing with each other for material things in this world, great cars 
and huge homes, we need to change our ways and start competing for the after-life”

“The problem with the world as we live it today is that we exist in a system that 
keeps us distracted from focusing on our religion”.

Besides being critical of modern materialism and the consumer society, the seed explicitly 
expresses the need to demonstrate one’s commitment to God through Jihad and the sacrifices it  
requires: 

“Being Muslim means being ready to sacrifice all for the sake of Islam. Money, time, 
and ourselves if we have to”

“Sheikh Abdulla Azam said that only through jihad is Tawheed practiced”

“Claiming we love Allah but not demonstrating it through what we do shows we are 
in denial”

“If you really love Islam, why not sacrifice your life for it”.

Another ideological principle from Jihadi Salafism that establishes the foundation for fighting in 
Syria is the idea that jihad is an obligation (فرض) on all Muslims. Jihad is considered an 
obligation for two main reasons. 

First, it is not possible for Muslims to live a public life completely governed by sharia without the 
Caliphate system. Jihadists point to all Muslim-majority states who only partially implement 
sharia as evidence for this argument. Furthermore, a Caliphate system that unites all Muslims 
under one political authority is considered the only political system permissible under sharia. 
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This system was abolished by Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, the founding father of modern-day 
Turkey, after World War I. Its re-establishment is considered an obligation by Jihadi Salafists. 

Second, spreading Islam throughout the world by removing all obstacles in its way, including 
alternative centres of power, is also considered a religious obligation by Jihadi Salafists. 
Physical struggle through war is the only realistic mechanism to achieve this. It was the strategy 
followed by the Prophet and his followers.

The view that jihad is an obligation is one that was echoed so clearly by our subject in many of 
his tweets. He considered it the most important religious obligation of all, neglected by modern-
day Muslims. This neglect, he argues, is a sin that explains the oppression and subjugation of 
Muslims all around the world. Below are the tweets that supports this:

“Jihad will continue until the end of time. It is part of being Muslim whether you like it 
or not”

“We have to struggle to reinstate the rule of sharia. Only than can we expect victory 
from God. Jihad is not voluntary. It is an obligation”

“Ask yourself which religious obligation is more of a priority right now. Is it 
proselytizing, learning about Islam, or martyrdom”

“Jihad is at the heart of Islam. It is the best way to stop humanity’s oppression and to 
make God’s religion the highest”

“It wasn’t hard for me to leave my parents and fight in the name of Islam. When it is 
an obligation, your only choice is submission”.

The final ideological influence that our review suggests played a role in establishing the 
intellectual foundations for fighting in Syria was the Jihadi Salafist identification with a much 
larger imagined community: the community of all Muslims. This identification is based on both 
positive and negative arguments. On the negative side, all ideologies and social structures that 
divide Muslims — including nationalism, tribalism, and sectarianism — are rejected as 
impermissible under sharia. The positive argument relies on the Prophet’s sunnah, where he is 
quoted as saying, “The believers, in their mutual mercy, love and compassion, are like a single 
body; if one part of it feels pain, the rest of the body will join it in staying awake and suffering 
fever.” 

Our seed not only identified with Muslims, above all other political communities, he also blamed 
the inaction of Muslims for the oppression and suffering experienced by Muslims everywhere. 
This also applied to the conflict in Syria, despite it being a civil war between Muslims. The seed 
did not consider the regime, its militias, and its supporters, Muslims. Below are the tweets that 
highlight the influence of this collective identification:

“Muslim land is being invaded, Muslims are oppressed and murdered. If now is not 
the time for jihad, when is it?”
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“Muslims are the reason behind our brothers and sisters being raped and tortured. 
We just care about satisfying our desires and neglect our religious obligation to 
them”

“We say we are the umma of the Prophet. We are nothing but cowards who go on 
making excuses not to help fellow Muslims”

“Am I brainwashed or emotional because I want for my brother what I want for 
myself”

“I can’t understand those who say they don’t want to shed more Muslim blood. Are 
people killing Muslims really Muslims? Don’t those being killed have a right to 
defend themselves? Are those who refuse to live by Islam really Muslims? These 
people are either ignorant or blind (multiple tweets).”

Charismatic Influence. Many research studies looking at radicalization processes have found 
that for many radicalized individuals, specific people in their environment play a key role as 
radicalizing agents. These agents socialize others into adopting moral rules that are more 
supportive of violent action. The stronger the attachment between these agents and their 
subjects, the more radicalizing influence they have over them. Attachment strength is a function 
of the degree in which the seed’s physical, emotional, and spiritual well-being is being provided 
for by the radicalizing agent (Bouhana and Wikström 2011, 37).  Radicalizing agents with moral 16

authority, referred to as “spiritual sanctioners” by Silber and Bhatt (2007, 38), are an especially 
important factor.  Olsen has identified that authority need not stem from religious or moral 17

figures. It may be granted to those who appear as “rock stars of the subculture” to novices 
looking in from the outside (2009, 26).   18

The seed seems to have been influenced by two radicalizing agents: Anwar al-Awlaki, a 
Yemeni-American imam and al-Qaeda militant, as well as a neighbourhood friend who was also 
involved in the Syrian conflict. Judging by the seed’s tweets, al-Awalaki fits the role of “spiritual 
sanctioner”, while the seed’s friend appears to be the “rock star”. 

On 39 distinct tweets, the seed posts messages expressing his admiration and support for al-
Awlaki. “I love that man” he often says. He considers him a “powerful speaker” and notes that 
watching videos of his sermons “wake him up”. The seed shares these videos with his Twitter 
followers and urges them to watch them. He is also extremely defensive when others critique al-
Awlaki:

 Bouhana, N. and P-O H. Wikström (2011). "Al Qa'ida-Influenced Radicalisation: A Rapid Evidence 16

Assessment Guided by Situational Action Theory." Research, Development and Statistics, Office for 
Security and Counter-Terrorism. London

 Silber, Mitchell D., and Arvin Bhatt (2007). “Radicalization in the West.” The New York City Police 17

Department

 Olsen, J.A. (2009). “Roads to Militant Radicalization: Interviews With Five Former Perpetrators of 18

Politically Motivated Organized Violence. Copenhagen: Danish Institute for International Studies
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“You say Anwar is a bad man. Your efforts to slander him are actually disgusting. 
How ironic. You should pray for him or find justifications for what he did. Islam 
teaches us to be humble. Reading some books and growing your beard makes you 
better than him? Stop spreading rumours (multiple tweets)”

“If you are going to denigrate a great man, remove me from your Twitter followers, I 
beg you”.

The extent of Awlaki’s authority with the seed is made clearly apparent in an exchange he has 
with another Twitter user. After learning that the imam was involved with al-Qaeda, he notes that 
he now finds it hard to believe how the group is portrayed in the media. A man with such great 
moral standing, strong faith, and Islamic learning, cannot ever be involved in something contrary 
to the teachings of Islam. He simply “doesn’t care what the media or people say now” about 
Awlaki or al-Qadea.

His neighbourhood friend also appears to have had significant influence in changing his life and 
transforming him into a Jihadi foreign fighter. In one of his tweets about this friend, the seed 
notes:

“This brother was the main reason I came back to my religion. If it wasn’t for him I 
wouldn’t have joined the Mujahideen in the blessed land of Syria”.

A quick review of this friend’s Twitter stream revealed that he was also a foreign fighter in Syria, 
extremely active on social media, and quite passionate about supporting Syrians — whether by 
providing humanitarian aid, or by calling for jihad. This review also highlighted that the seed’s 
friend was living in the same city, and was also from the same ethnic background. The seed’s 
own Twitter stream contained messages between him and this friend’s other family members, 
which suggests strong community ties between them. Many of the messages exchanged 
between them as a group revolved around planning social events and outings. This social circle 
also extends to other friends from the same city, some of whom travelled to Syria and joined 
ISIL.

Every message exchanged on Twitter between the seed and this circle of friends was friendly 
and social. The content of these messages was predominantly humour and meet-up 
coordination. They never messaged each other about anything else using Twitter. This suggests 
that sharing information about religion, politics, jihad, and Syria, may have occurred offline. It’s 
not clear whether this was a security precaution since individuals in that group communicated 
openly about these topics with other Twitter users. The seed did, however, retweet 111 
messages by his friend, most of which were about religion.

Personal Motivations. Ideological and social influences alter a persons values, preferences, as 
well as their behavioural incentives. These changes are idiosyncratic though, in that they affect 
each person differently. People structured by the same mainstream popular culture, for 
example, don’t all share the same hierarchy of preferences, nor are they moved to action by the 
same motivations. There were two distinct personal motivations that surfaced in the seed’s 
Twitter stream that were a result of being immersed in the Jihadi subculture: (1) martyrdom and 
its rewards; and (2) contempt for inaction.
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The seed had what seemed like an obsession with martyrdom (الشهادة). We believe this is the 
primary influencing factor in his decision to join the conflict in Syria as a mujahid with ISIL, 
fighting for the “victory of Islam”.  Martyrdom in the service of God, and not strictly in war, is the 
highest honour a Muslim can hope for. It is considered a blessing like no other, and attributed 
the highest rewards in the afterlife. Jihad that leads to martyrdom is the ultimate manifestation of 
tawheed (monotheistic faith) for Jihadi Salafists, as one grants their entire being to the service 
of the one God without any regard for life and its material temptations (smaller competing gods). 
If one has absolute faith in the truth of Islam, then death through martyrdom ought to be sought 
after by all believers since it promises the highest rewards in an eternal afterlife. Jihad becomes 
a kind of litmus test for true faith, and martyrdom an act of complete rationality underpinned by 
this faith. 

Over 180 messages in the seed’s Twitter stream glorified jihad and martyrdom. In these 
messages, he emphasizes over and over again that martyrdom and death ought to be sought 
after by those who truly believe:

“Why should we fear death if we are looking to die in the way most pleasurable to 
Allah”

“If you want heaven so much than surely you’ll do anything to get there? Including 
sacrificing yourself for God, no?”

“Remember all Muslims should want martyrdom. If you don’t, there is hypocrisy 
inside of you”

“Many of us do not want martyrdom, ask yourself why that is. Is it because you are 
in love with this world that you start to question the afterlife”

“If you plan it right, death can be a gift”

“Seriously, I can’t wait to die. I hope I can face it with a smile”

“If you contemplate it, the mujahideen are only a bullet away from heaven.”

He also kept imagining the rewards promised to martyrs in heaven with utter romanticization:

“May we be among the green birds circling Allah’s throne in the highest levels of 
heaven”

“Imagine being in heaven with your closest friends. Just thinking about flying around 
and enjoying the fruits of heaven is amazing”

“Imagine seeing Allah twice a day! Allah the creator of everything! Imagine meeting 
the Prophet and staying with him and his companions”

“Think about it. You get martyred with all your brothers and you all enter heaven 
together at the same time. Words will never describe this feeling”

“Imagine! No more earthly burdens. Forever!”
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“When you hear about all the rewards waiting for a martyr, how can you even turn 
them down”

At some point in his transformation, the seed began to feel a strong sense of contempt for 
slacktivism. In other words, he was extremely unhappy with supporting causes through 
superficial measures, including proselytizing using social media. “Empty words” no longer 
worked for him while Muslims were being “victimized” everywhere. Ideology mixed with this 
contempt for inaction, as he believed that “victory” was promised to Muslims if they only worked 
for it. Work, as far as he was concerned, was joining the Mujahideen in Syria who were 
struggling to establish the Caliphate. These are some of the tweets that expressed these 
personal motivations:

“Allah will give us victory sooner or later. That doesn’t mean that we should take this 
for granted and not work for it”

“We would rather chill, pray at home, and preach on Twitter. Yet we want Allah to 
give us victory. Are we dumb”

“There is a moment when you get sick of talking. How much proselytizing can one 
engage in. Action speaks louder than words”

“Muslims are raped and killed while I sleep comfortably in my bed. What a hypocrite 
I am”

“I am tired of being a spectator of martyrs. I want to be a martyr”

“To those who mock the mujahideen: look in the mirror and hit yourself. While you 
lay nicely tucked in bed, the lions deserts the temptations of this world to help 
Muslims everywhere”.
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The following table provides a summary of the factors we believe influenced the seed to 
participate in the Syrian conflict. A subjective assessment was done by our analyst to flag the 
factors that seemed to be the most prominent during their review.

Table 4.1
Influencing Factors: Why Fight in Syria

Note: the ranking is for all factors and is based on a subjective assessment and the SME’s 
notes during the review  

Factor
Subjective SME 

Ranking

Ideological Influences

- Political Ideology of Khilafa Medium

- Tawheed Doctrine High

- Jihad: An Obligation High

- Collective Identification: the Umma Medium

Charismatic Influences

- Online Imam Medium

- Neighbourhood Friend High

Personal Motivations

- Martyrdom Highest

- Contempt for Inaction High
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5. Conclusion

Analyzing the content of a Western foreign fighter’s Twitter stream proved to be an insightful 
research exercise. Even though we did not begin the analysis with any specific research 
questions in mind, nor any a priori hypotheses or assumptions about radicalization and violent 
extremism, the fighter’s messages enabled us to learn a lot about his ideological motivations for 
joining a Jihadi militant group fighting in the war in Syria. Moreover, we were able to gain insight 
into the social media behaviour of radicalized individuals.

It is very important to point out that foreign fighting might be a completely different phenomenon 
than the Al-Qaeda inspired terrorism that occurs in the West. The ideology underpinning both 
phenomena might be similar, but the objectives and motivations of the actors involved are quite 
different. The fighter we analyzed did not hold any real grievances with the West, nor was he a 
part of a subculture that justified violence against civilians because of these grievances. He was 
rather motivated by supporting Muslims in Syria, and contributing to a Muslim renaissance, as 
Salafists understand it. It would therefore be reasonable to argue that different kinds of 
intervention strategies are needed to prevent foreign fighting than the counter-radicalization 
approaches designed to deal with Al-Qaeda inspired terrorism.

More than anything else, the seed wanted to prove his faith and total commitment to God and 
Islam by demonstrating that he was willing to sacrifice his life to end the oppression of Muslims 
in Syria, and to participate in the re-establishment of the Caliphate. He was also clearly motived 
by a strong belief in the rewards of martyrdom that he would receive in heaven. He imagined his 
life there, joked about it with friends, prayed for martyrdom, envied other martyrs, and actively 
sought it by going to Syria.

It wasn’t only the rewards of martyrdom that appealed to the seed; it was also the idea of being 
a “mujahid”. The seed and his friends glorified men who fought in the name of Islam. They often 
were referred to as the “Lions of Islam”. The image of lions was often found as the profile picture 
on the social media accounts of foreign fighters and those who support them. He was also filled 
with contempt for inaction. He wanted to prove that he wasn’t just all talk behind a computer 
screen. 

Religious obligation was also a strong motivator for the seed. He believed, as all jihadists do, 
that he has a religious obligation, which he will be held accountable for on the day of judgement, 
to re-establish the rule of sharia law under an Islamic Caliphate. This is the primary obligation 
for all Jihadi Salafists, since without an Islamic state, it would be impossible to live as God 
commanded. The seed believed that ISIL had established this Caliphate in Iraq and Syria, and 
that he therefore had to help defend it. He was also quite eager to leave the West and live in a 
Muslim country so that he can live a righteous life as he perceived it, and as he felt would not be 
possible in the West. He also wanted to learn the Arabic language and strengthen his 
understanding of Islam.

As we hope this study shows, practitioners in government and civil society focused on 
preventing violent extremism can benefit from an approach that is informed by open-source 
social media data. Individuals who have adopted the Jihadi Salafist mindset are easy to identify, 
especially with the amount of information people make public about themselves on social 
media. When this mindset is coupled with a desire for martyrdom, a glorification of jihad, and an 
expressed disdain for inaction, the probability of engaging in violence, whether abroad or at 
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home, might possibly increase. The time-series analysis conducted on the seed’s tweets also 
revealed a pattern of communication that can serve as an early warning signal for engagement 
in violence — if this pattern proves to be generalizable for other foreign fighters. 

Future large-n research studies designed to test some of the explanatory hypotheses derived 
from this single case study can be very helpful to isolate generalizable patterns from 
idiosyncratic ones more relevant to this case study’s subject. If these patterns prove to be 
shared by other fighters, an intervention approach can than be developed. Hopefully, this case 
study has established that such studies might in fact be valuable.  
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